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ABSTRACT

Even in a time of surround and 3D sound, many tracks and record-
ings are still only available in mono or it is not feasible to record
a source with multiple microphones for several reasons. In these
cases, a pseudo stereo conversion of mono signals can be a useful
preprocessing step and/or an enhancing audio effect. The conver-
sion proposed in this paper is designed to deliver a neutral sound-
ing stereo image by avoiding timbral coloration or reverberation.
Additionally, the resulting stereo signal is downmix-compatible
and allows to revert to the original mono signal by a simple sum-
mation of the left and right channels. Several configuration param-
eters are shown to control the stereo panorama. The algorithm can
be implemented in time-domain or also in the frequency-domain
with additional features, like center focusing.

1. INTRODUCTION

A noteworthy amount of recordings was and is still being done
in mono for technical or pragmatic reasons. For example, basic
broadcast program outside the studio environment is often recorded
using a single microphone. Nevertheless, the later replay and mix-
ing would benefit from a stereo recording in terms of spaciousness
and pleasing sound. Therefore, the process to create stereo sig-
nals from mono recordings, also called pseudo-stereo, is a well-
known and broadly utilized field of audio technology. While real
stereo mixes are created by panning discrete sources to a specific
position in the stereo panorama, pseudo-stereo does usually not
involve knowledge about the sources. It rather randomly pans cer-
tain frequency components to the left and the right to achieve a
decorrelation between both channels.

Early attempts to realize a mono-to-stereo (M2S) conversion
used a delayed version of the input signal to provide a second
channel [1]. The same author came up with the idea of apply-
ing complementary comb filters which were later extended to be
phase-aligned in [2]. Alternatively, in [3, 4] different allpass net-
work designs were proposed to obtain a strong decorrelation and to
achieve a wide and also scalable stereo image. Another extension
allowing more control is shown in [5]. For even stronger decor-
relation, a frequency-domain filter design method is suggested in
[6]. The above methods either impose a strong timbral coloration
or they are not downmix compatible and reversible. Both are im-
portant features, though.

A completely different approach granting possibilities to de-
sign a specific auditory image is explained in [7]. However, it
is not a pseudo stereo algorithm in the narrower sense as it re-
quires complex user input to explicitly define pan positions for

certain frequency bands and does not allow a fully automatic con-
version. The same holds true for upmixing based on Directional
Audio Coding (DirAC) [8]. However, the decorrelation mecha-
nism in the DirAC synthesis are similar to the proposed approach
to a certain extent.

The novel pseudo-stereo conversion algorithm is derived in
Sec. 2 and its implementation in time- and frequency-domain are
depicted in Sec. 3 and Sec. 4, respectively. Section 5 demonstrates
the methods capabilities with a few experiments before concluding
thoughts are provided in Sec. 6.

2. CONVERSION APPROACH

Figure 1: Basic blockscheme of the pseudo-stereo system

The basic idea of the pseudo-stereo system is to apply a filter
HL(ejΩ) to an input signal x(n) to produce a first output channel
xL(n) and a different filter HR(z) in parallel, producing a second
output channel xR(n) as shown in Fig. 1. The static filters should
have quite different characteristics to achieve a strong decorrela-
tion between the two output channels and hence, introduce an im-
pression of spatial width.

One major design criterion of the proposed system is downmix
compatibility

xM (n) = xL(n) + xR(n) =

= x(n) ∗ hL(n) + x(n) ∗ hR(n)
!
= x(n−D), (1)

where the downmix signal xM (n) as the sum of the left and right
stereo channel is identical to the unprocessed input except for a
delay D. Transferring Eq. (1) to the frequency domain leads to

XM (ejΩ) = X(ejΩ) ·HL(ejΩ) +X(ejΩ) ·HR(ejΩ) =

= X(ejΩ) ·
(
HL(ejΩ) +HR(ejΩ)

)
=

!
= X(ejΩ) · e−jΩD (2)

and directly imposes the constraint

HL(ejΩ) +HR(ejΩ)
!
= e−jΩD, (3)
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where the sum of both transfer functions has constant magnitude
and linear phase to guarantee downmix compatibility. Further-
more, for a neutral sounding stereo output without coloration arti-
facts the sum of the magnitude frequency responses

|HL(ejΩ)|+ |HR(ejΩ)| !
= 1 (4)

has to be constant. Additionally, both pseudo-stereo filters must
feature conjugate symmetry

HL/R(ejΩ) = H∗
L/R(e−jΩ) (5)

to obtain real-valued impulse responses. Since these filters are lin-
ear phase with a constant group delay, they will not introduce a
phase shift between the stereo output channels and only generate
amplitude differences. Therefore, the resulting pseudo-stereo ef-
fect is only based on amplitude panning and not on time-delay
panning. Hence, |HL/R(ejΩ)| can be interpreted as panning coef-
ficient in the range of [0, . . . , 1] corresponding to full panning from
the complementary to the current channel at a certain frequency Ω.
A value of 0.5 indicates center panning.

It was found that a regular pattern in the frequency domain,
like provided by higher-order complementary comb filters, achieve
great decorrelation but due to the uniform frequency response sound
very unnatural. Hence, the frequency response of the system was
designed to be diffuse and unstructured as shown in Fig. 2.

The actual implementation and the following filter design is
achieved in the discrete fourier domain. To represent the frequency
indexes of the sampled spectrum the variable k is used in the fol-
lowing. The proposed pseudo stereo filter design is based on a
discrete real-valued noise sequence R(k). The noise has a gaus-
sian distribution with a standard deviation σ and a mean value of
0. The sequenceR(k) is scaled with w2 and non-linearly clamped
with an arctan function. Further normalization by π and an addi-
tive offset of 1

2
yields the transfer function

HL(k) =

(
1

2
+

1

π
arctan(w2 ·R(k))

)
e−j 2πkD

N (6)

of the left channel decorrelation filter. The amplitudes of that and
its complementary filter HR(k) = 1 − HL(k) are bound to a
range [0, . . . , 1] and fulfill the requirements defined in (3) and (4).
The parameter w allows dynamic control of the resulting stereo
width. For w = 0 the filters have a constant magnitude response
of 0.5 and hence, no panning is performed. With increasing w
the values of the frequency responses are more and more clamped
to the extreme values 0 and 1 (Fig. 2). In consequence, a higher
degree of decorrelation is achieved.

The panning of very low and very high frequencies can be
perceived annoying since the listener is used to hear certain instru-
ments like bass guitar and bass drum in the center of the stereo
panorama. Therefore, the amplitude panning in those frequency
regions is disabled by setting

|HL/R(k)| = 0.5, for k < klo ∨ k > khi, (7)

where klo/hi are the cut-off frequencies defining the passband to be
actually processed.

An exemplary M2S conversion is shown in Fig. 4. A recording
of a small singing ensemble with 4 voices is used as input signal
x(n). The spectrogram in Fig. 4a) shows the trend of the har-
monic voices. The spectrograms for left and right output channel
in Fig. 4b+c) indicate how the input signal was distributed. The
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Figure 2: Exemplary frequency response of the decorrelation fil-
ters for standard deviation σ = 25, stereo width w = 1 (solid)
and w = 0.1 (dashed)

alto voice at about 1000 Hz is mainly panned to the left channel,
whereas the fundamental of the soprano voice at about 2200 Hz
can be found in the right channel. The lower passband cutoff is set
to flo = 300 Hz in this example. This results in the center pan-
ning of the bass voice showing a fundamental frequency of about
150 Hz.

3. TIME-DOMAIN IMPLEMENTATION

Figure 3: Blockscheme of the time-domain realization

The pseudo-stereo conversion can be performed in time-domain
by FIR filtering the input signal with the impulse response

hL(n) = F−1{HL(k)} (8)

to obtain the left channel. Due to (3) and (4), the right channel can
be computed by simply subtracting the FIR filter output from the
time-delayed input signal

xR(n) = x(n−D)− xL(n), (9)

where D = N−1
2

is the group delay of the FIR filter of length
N . This only requires a single FIR filter together with a delay
line and hence, is easy to realize on various platforms. On the
other hand, the filter is static and the filtering operation for long
impulse responses is computationally expensive. Furthermore, no
dynamic control on the actual panning is provided and for exam-
ple strong sources that are expected in the center of the stereo
panorama could be diffusely panned. As the filter design is al-
ready done in the frequency domain it is a logical consequence to
make use of fast convolution to reduce the complexity of the fil-
tering and at the same time use the spectral information from the
input signal do derive guidelines for the filter design process.

4. FREQUENCY-DOMAIN IMPLEMENTATION

First of all, the input signal x(n) has to be transferred to the time-
frequency domain with the help of a short-time fourier transform
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Figure 4: Exemplary M2S conversion of a choir sample

Figure 5: Blockscheme of the frequency-domain realization

(STFT) yielding the spectra X(b, k), where b and k denote the
block index and frequency index. The time-frequency representa-
tions of the output channels

XL/R(b, k) = X(b, k) ·HL/R(k) (10)

are now computed with a dot-wise product and a following over-
lapping inverse STFT synthesis of the left and right output channel.

Until now, the pseudo stereo filters were applied statically.
Hence, all sound sources of the mono input signal were diffusely
panned to create a wide stereo panorama to enrich the input signal
with a spacious character. Nevertheless, the diffuse panning of a
dominant source like the singing voice in a musical piece consti-
tutes a very unusual, discomforting listening experience. There-
fore, the authors extended the M2S conversion scheme with a so-
called center-focusing filter HCF (b, k) which aims to keep dom-
inant sources in the center of the stereo panorama. Two features
were considered to assess the dominance of a sound source and to
compute HCF (b, k).

4.1. Normalized Energy Estimate

Assuming that signal sources expected to be in the center of the
stereo mix feature the largest spectral energy, the center-focusing
filter is defined as

HCF (b, k) = (1− α)HCF (b− 1, k) + αX2
n(b, k) (11)

Xn(b, k) =
|X(b, k)|

max
k
|X(b, k)| (12)

in the first variant. For every frame b, an amplitude-normalized
spectrum Xn(b, k) is computed using the maximum value of the
current magnitude spectrum |X(b, k)|. Xn(b, k) is then squared,
weighted by α and added to (1 − α)HCF (b, k) to obtain a re-
cursively smoothed estimation of the high energy regions in the
spectrum.

4.2. Tonality

The second variant is based on tonalness measures. Several fea-
tures to identify the tonalness of a signal were presented in [9].
In this study, the tonalness from the amplitude threshold feature
tAT(b, k) and peakiness features tPK(b, k) are combined, resulting
in the center-focusing filter

HCF (b, k) = tAT(b, k) · tPT(b, k). (13)

4.3. Application of center-focusing filter

To involve the center-focusing filter, the fixed pseudo stereo filters
HL/R(b, k) are weighted accordingly

ĤL/R(b, k) = HL/R(k)HCF (b, k)− 1

2
(1−HCF (b, k)) (14)

to force the filters magnitude transfer function to a value of 0.5
for high values of HCF (b, k). The weighted pseudo stereo filters
ĤL/R(b, k) are computed for every frame b and applied to the in-
put signalX(b, k) as shown in Fig. 5. The center-focusing and the
combined filter still meet the conditions of Eq. (1)-(4). The ad-
ditional complexity, caused by the computation of ĤL/R(b, k), is
legitimated by the enriched naturality of the M2S stereo panorama.

5. EXPERIMENTS

A typical measurement to describe channel decorrelation or the
width of a stereo panorama, especially for room measurements, is
the so-called Interchannel Crosscorrelation Coefficient (ICC)

ICC = max |ρLR(τ)|, (15)
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Figure 6: ICC for white noise input and varying passband width
and stereo width

which is defined as the maximum value of the normalized cross-
correlation function

ρLR(τ) =

∑
xL(n)xR(n− τ)∑

x2
L(n)

∑
x2
R(n− τ)

. (16)

The ICC for a white noise mono input after processing with the
filter design from Eq. (6) and (7) in dependency of stereo width w
and relative passband width wp = 1− 2flo/fs is plotted in Fig. 6.
Fully correlated signals, resulting in ICC = 1, are obtained for
w = 0 and wp = 0. For increasing w and wp the ICC value is
decreasing continuously. The smallest value of 0.0637 indicates
an almost full decorrelation for the maximum values of w and wp.
A FIR filter was designed using Eq. 6 with a length of N = 2048
samples, standard deviation σ = 25, and a sampling rate of fs =
44100 in this example.

Another tool of audio engineers to graphically judge a stereo
mix is the audio goniometer. It is basically a X-Y illustration of
a stereo signal as shown in Fig. 7 and was originally created with
oscilloscopes. A very narrow stereo mix or a mono signal would
be illustrated as a straight line, whereas balanced stereo signals
featuring level and phase differences tend to appear sphere-like.
The stereo signal used for this example was a short pop music
excerpt. The sphere-like shape of the original signal can be easily
identified in Fig. 7. The downmix that is fed to the M2S system
appears as a straight line whereas the M2S converted signal again
features a sphere-like shape with a similar width as the original
indicating a comparable stereo width.

To allow interested readers to experience the benefit of the
M2S conversion, the authors provide some rendered wavefiles that
can be found at http://ant.hsu-hh.de/dafx15/M2S.

6. CONCLUSION

This study proposed an approach to convert mono into stereo sig-
nals using pure amplitude panning. Necessary filter design con-
straints to perform downmix-compatible pseudo-stereo conversion
without any timbral coloration were derived. The versatile de-
sign offers various control parameters to adjust stereo width and
the cut-off frequencies of the passband to be processed. Subse-
quently, the described conversion system is implemented in time-
and frequency-domain.

M2S Original Mono

Figure 7: Goniometer of a music sequence showing a reference
stereo track, its downmix, and the M2S converted track

The potential problem of a convenient listening experience due
to a missing center focus is solved by extending the system with a
center-focusing filter. This filter selects dominant spectral compo-
nents according to predefined features, like normalized energy or
tonalness, and repans them to the center.

Measurements proved the possibility of achieving nearly com-
plete decorrelation, corresponding to extreme panning, when the
conversion system is operated with extreme settings. For moderate
settings, the mono-to-stereo conversion produces pleasing and nat-
ural sounding stereo panoramas that clearly enhance mono record-
ings with the arising spaciousness.
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